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Today ManageByStats has announced a new inventory tool. This new tool runs within the MBS suite
of seller software, and allows users to quickly and easily control the visibility of products in their
inventory list. This additional level of flexibility adds to the customization options available in the
existing ManageByStats Inventory Management tool. MBS provides multiple software tools for
Amazon sellers in a single login, including sales and customer management, inventory, automated
emails, Amazon sponsored ads, keywords and more.
“Before this new tool the user needed to look at and edit products one at a time in order to make this
selection,” says CEO of ManageByStats, Philip Jepsen. “Now we provide this info in a simple column
available in the inventory view, allowing users to sort and select which products to include when
viewing and working with their inventory.”
ManageByStats is a comprehensive suite of software tools for Amazon sellers. Inventory is one of the
functions it simplifies by bringing info from Amazon into a single, cohesive interface, where
connections can be made between all aspects of an Amazon business -- from orders to customers,
inventory and all other relevant info. MBS brings everything together in one place, with clarity.
“As I’ve said from Day One, our goal is to provide the tools Amazon sellers need to manage their
business,” says Mister Jepsen. “Amazon either doesn’t make this data easy to get to, or simply does
not provide the features and tools to get it done. At MBS we do, and this new option adds more
flexibility to our robust suite.”
For more info, please visit the company’s website or contact the company directly. If interested parties
have further questions, ManageByStats may be contacted directly by email.
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